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Abstract
Many software tools for comparative analysis of genomic sequence data have been released in recent decades. Despite this,
it remains challenging to determine evolutionary relationships in gene clusters due to their complex histories involving
duplications, deletions, inversions, and conversions. One concept describing these relationships is orthology. Orthologs derive
from a common ancestor by speciation, in contrast to paralogs, which derive from duplication. Discriminating orthologs from
paralogs is a necessary step in most multispecies sequence analyses, but doing so accurately is impeded by the occurrence of
gene conversion events. We propose a reﬁned method of orthology assignment based on two paradigms for interpreting its
deﬁnition: by genomic context or by sequence content. X-orthology (based on context) traces orthology resulting from
speciation and duplication only, while N-orthology (based on content) includes the inﬂuence of conversion events. We
developed a computational method for automatically mapping both types of orthology on a per-nucleotide basis in gene
cluster regions studied by comparative sequencing, and we make this mapping accessible by visualizing the output. All of
these steps are incorporated into our newly extended CHAP 2 package. We evaluate our method using both simulated data
and real gene clusters (including the well-characterized a-globin and b-globin clusters). We also illustrate use of CHAP 2 by
analyzing four more loci: CCL (chemokine ligand), IFN (interferon), CYP2abf (part of cytochrome P450 family 2), and KIR
(killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptors). These new methods facilitate and extend our understanding of evolution at these
and other loci by adding automated accurate evolutionary inference to the biologist’s toolkit. The CHAP 2 package is freely
available from http://www.bx.psu.edu/miller_lab.
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Introduction
The release of more and more genomic sequence data has
facilitated valuable analyses for reconstructing evolutionary
histories and predicting the location of functional elements
(Murphy et al. 2001; Siepel et al. 2005; The ENCODE Project
Consortium 2007). Most computational methods used for
these analyses require accurate multisequence alignments.
Although several such methods are reasonably accurate for
95% of the genome (Margulies et al. 2007), we found that
current multisequence alignment methods are ineffective
for studying gene clusters (Hou 2007; Hsu 2009).
With a correct set of alignments for a gene cluster, we
expect that orthologous regions from multiple species are
aligned with each other, so identifying orthologs is a key
step. The sequence relationships are deﬁned as follows. If
similar sequences in the genomes of two species are both
descended from the same sequence in their most recent
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GBEcommon ancestor species (i.e., their separation was caused
by a speciation event), then the regions are deﬁned to be
orthologous; whereas, if two genomic regions, from the
sameordifferentspecies, are descendedfrom differentcop-
ies created by a duplication event, then the regions are pa-
ralogous(Fitch1970).Forparalogoussequencesinthesame
genome, if the duplication that created them occurred after
a given speciation event in that lineage, then the intervals
are said to be in-paralogous (relative to that speciation
event); if the duplication occurred before the speciation,
they are out-paralogous (Sonnhammer and Koonin 2002).
Although the term orthology has been heavily used, con-
clusions about orthology have not been consistent because
different conceptions of orthology were brought to bear in
different ﬁelds (Ouzounis 1999; Fitch 2000; Jensen 2001)
and different groups reﬁned its deﬁnition depending on
their computational criteria for predicting orthologs (Dewey
2011; Kristensen et al. 2011). Additionally, the so-called
gene conversions complicate the orthology deﬁnition for
those working in molecular biology and bioinformatics
(Fitch 2000). A conversion event (which might not actually
involve any genes) overwrites part of one paralog with the
corresponding part of another. Although the same effect
could be achieved by a coincident duplication and deletion,
conversion events are believed to result from a different bi-
ological mechanism, namely DNA double-strand breaks or
a double Holliday junction dissolution mechanism (Chen
et al. 2007). Conversions affect a contiguous run of nucleo-
tides, similar to duplications, deletions, inversions, etc.;
however, they do not add or remove base positions (except
for the occasional incorporation of small indels) nor disturb
the relative location or orientation of genomic structures.
Theyonlyreplacethecontentofcertainintervalswithsimilar
but slightly differentcontent, and in that sense are morelike
large substitution events.
We herein reﬁne the concept of orthology to account for
the effects of conversion events, explicitly distinguishing
two alternative interpretations, which we deﬁne as follows.
One, which we call X-orthology (short for context orthol-
ogy), is based only on duplication and speciation events
(i.e., excluding conversions). Thus it tracks the positional ori-
gins of relatively large contiguous regions, preserving the
genomic context of the genes and other features within
the assigned orthologs, and focuses on the history of the
intervals comprising the genomic structure rather than
the history of the particular nucleotides occupying those in-
tervals. The other version, N-orthology (short for content
orthology), tracks the origin of each nucleotide in the
sequence contents, including any changes due to conver-
sion events. While conversions also affect contiguous
regions, these are typically smaller intervals within the
paralogs formed by duplications, so N-orthology tends to
produce a ﬁner-grained more fragmented set of ortholog
assignments.
InX-orthology,orthologsaremappedaccordingtowhere
duplication and speciation events occurred—thus the rela-
tive positions (order) of intervals assigned as orthologous is
typically preserved from the ancestral genome (at least in
the absence of subsequent inversions or other rearrange-
mentevents).Forexample,inﬁgure1,A1andB1areorthol-
ogous because their intervals originated from the speciation
ofAandB,andsimilarlyforA2andB2.However,theassign-
ments may change under the N-orthology interpretation,
when orthologous regions are mapped by the origin of their
sequence content, since conversion events alter the original
X-orthology. For instance, after the conversion event copy-
ing A1 over A2, the content origin of A2 is the same as that
of A1. Thus according to N-orthology, A2 is orthologous to
B1 instead of B2.
Many studies have aimed to develop orthology-detection
methods. Their approaches can generally be classiﬁed into
two categories. One class attempts to identify orthology re-
lationships by ﬁnding the pairs of similar intervals having
highest sequence identity, as with COG (Tatusov et al.
2001), TOGA (Lee et al. 2002), OrthoMCL (Li et al. 2003),
MBGD (Uchiyama 2007), TOAST (Hou et al. 2009), INPARA-
NOID(Ostlundetal.2010),eggNOG(Mulleretal.2010),and
OrthoDB (Waterhouse et al. 2011). The other is to construct
phylogenetic trees, as in HOGENOM (Dufayard et al. 2005),
PhyOP (Goodstadt and Ponting 2006), OrthologID (Chiu
et al. 2006), TreeFam (Li et al. 2006), LOFT (van der Heijden
et al. 2007), SYNERGY (Wapinski et al. 2007), PhylomeDB
(Huerta-Cepas et al. 2008), Mestortho (Kim et al. 2008),
Evola (Matsuya et al. 2008), PHOG (Datta et al. 2009),
EnsemblCompara (Vilella et al. 2009), and PANTHER
(Mi et al. 2010).
These methods usually assign orthologs using genomic
content as a guide (e.g., Li et al. 2003; Vilella et al. 2009;
Muller et al. 2010) and thus are most similar to our
N-orthology paradigm, at least in concept. However, many
of them use mixed approaches that also depend on context
information to varying degrees, sometimes implicitly,
making meaningful comparisons difﬁcult. Also, most of
FIG.1 . —Typical scenario for conversion. An ancestral duplication
giving rise to two genes 1 and 2 is followed by the split of species A and
B. Later, a conversion event may occur between paralogs A1 and A2.
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regions and making no provision for parts of a gene to have
different orthologs on a per-nucleotide basis. And in partic-
ular, none of them have considered conversion events com-
plicating the orthology mappings (Chen et al. 2007; Song,
Hsu, Riemer, et al. 2011). Although a similarity-based strat-
egy will implicitly account for conversions involving entire
regions(in theircasegenes),theeffect ofpartialconversions
on the similarity score can still cause problems, for example,
by misleading the assessment of whether duplications oc-
curred before or after speciation. Partial conversions are
quite common (Song, Hsu, Riemer, et al. 2011), and since
we are interested in the evolutionary history of all DNA in
the cluster, we work with the entire duplicated intervals,
which are often larger than individual genes and thus more
likely to suffer only partial conversion.
At the nucleotide level, N-orthology may be regarded as
the true orthology of Fitch’s deﬁnition, though that paper
(Fitch 1970) did not explicitly address conversion either.
However, many approaches to deﬁning orthology also use
genomic context as a guide (reviewedin Dewey 2011).Some
of the earliest work on assigning orthology in gene clusters
used alignments in ﬂanking DNA sequences as a guide, spe-
ciﬁcally to avoid confusion introduced by gene conversion
events (Hardison 1984; Hardies et al. 1984; Hardison and
Gelinas 1986; Hardison and Miller 1993). These and subse-
quent studies showed that the aligning ﬂanking sequences
also harbor gene regulatory modules, such as distal en-
hancers. Thus the ﬂanking sequences are not simply some
connecting sequences that can beignoredinpredictingfunc-
tion of genomic regions, but rather they can contain sequen-
ces that regulate the expression of the embedded genes.
Hence, it is important to know when a converted gene lies
in a context (ﬂanking sequences) that is orthologous to
a different gene than the source of the conversion. One
mayexpectittofallunderadifferentregulatoryregimenthan
thatofthesourcegene.This wouldbe thecasefor gene pairs
that are N-orthologous but not X-orthologous. Thus we
believe that both N-orthology and X-orthology are informa-
tive, complementary, and have their place, as long as the
distinction is clearly made and conversion events are ac-
counted for one way or the other (i.e., traced back or
explicitly excluded). Our software automatically computes
both, so the researcher is free to choose whichever is most
appropriate for a particular study.
To infer orthology relationships for both X-orthology and
N-orthology,wedesignedanewapproachutilizing thetools
from our CHAP package (Song, Hsu, Riemer, et al. 2011)t o
detect conversion events and using sequence similarity lev-
els for timing evolutionary events. The new software pack-
age that includes our previous CHAP tools plus this new
orthology-identifying pipeline is called CHAP 2 (freely avail-
able from http://www.bx.psu.edu/miller_lab). Whereas the
output of our previous CHAP package is primarily conversion
calls, the output of the CHAP 2 orthology pipeline is a set of
pairwise alignments in MAF format (see http://genome.ucsc.
edu/FAQ/FAQformat) that map intervals in one species to the
identiﬁed orthologousintervalsinanother,includingnoncod-
ing and nongenic regions as well as protein-coding genes.
We call these orthologous alignments and visualize them
using our Gmaj alignment viewer (Song, Hsu, Riemer,
et al. 2011), which shows both the orthology calls and the
fullsetofpairwisealignmentssimultaneouslyforcomparison.
In addition to the pairwise relationships, we also visualize
a summary oforthology among the genesofmultiplespecies
with respect to a given reference species, which is automat-
ically generated using PostScript ﬁgures, as in ﬁgure 5.
The CHAP 2 package is designed for Unix/Linux-based
systems, including Mac OS X. Users will also need to install
the RepeatMasker program (Smit et al. 1996–2010) and
a suitable program for preparing gene annotations, such
as GeneWise (Birney et al. 2004). For each gene cluster
to be analyzed, the user provides 1) genomic sequences
from two or more species, 2) a gene annotation ﬁle for each
of the species, and 3) a Newick-formatted phylogenetic tree
for the species. Then, a single command runs the entire
pipeline, producing orthologous alignments in MAF format
for the reference sequence versus each of the others (for
both X- and N-orthology), a list of inferred evolutionary
events in the reference species that were used in making
the orthology calls, a list of detected gene conversions in
all of the species, and ready-to-view PostScript diagrams
similar to ﬁgure 5. If desired, the orthology calls can then
be examined interactively using the included Gmaj viewer.
A major challenge in developing software for detecting
orthologs is the lack of gold-standard data for evaluating
their correctness. We evaluate our programs using high-
quality sequence data for a set of gene clusters (including
the well-studied b-globin and a-globin clusters) as well as
simulation data produced using the method designed in
our study evaluating conversion detectors (Song, Hsu,
Riemer, and Miller 2011).
In addition, we illustrate the capability of our method by
analyzing a few other gene clusters. To obtain human gene
cluster regions, we started by identifying 457 regions con-
tainingrecentduplications(;215Mb;i.e.,7%ofthehuman
genome) using self-alignments in the genome (Zhang et al.
2009). We selected 165 clusters that include genes within
the duplicated regions (;111 Mb). From this list, we tar-
geted four clusters that are biomedically interesting
due to their association with human genetic diseases, and
generated high-quality sequence data for them from
seven primate species. Speciﬁcally, gene copy number in
the chemokine ligand (CCL) cluster (hg19.chr17:34,310,
693–34,812,885) correlates with susceptibility to HIV
(Degenhardt et al. 2009), the interferon (IFN) cluster
(hg19.chr9:21,058,760–21,481,698) is associated with sar-
coidosis(Akahoshietal.2004),partofthecytochromeP450
Song et al. GBE
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41,712,359) is implicated in lung cancer (Wang et al.
2003), and the killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptors
(KIR) cluster (hg19.chr19:55,233,386–55,380,386) is
linked to HIV susceptibility (Lopez-Vazquez et al. 2005).
Since good-quality primate sequence assemblies for the
CCL, IFN, CYP2abf, and KIR clusters were mostly unavail-
able, accurate Sanger sequences for them were generated
by the National Institutes of Health Intramural Sequencing
Center (NISC), which we then analyzed using CHAP 2.
Such analyses can lead to a better understanding of the
evolutionary histories of genes and their functions in
complex gene clusters.
Materials and Methods
Adjusting Sequence Similarity for Timing Duplication
Events
Similarity of sequence contents is an important signal
for timing duplication events; if one match in a set of
self-alignments (i.e., when a sequence is aligned to itself)
has a higher similarity level than others, then that match
is likely to be the most recent duplication (Bailey et al.
2002). Also, if the similarity of one match between two spe-
cies is higher than any other matches involving the same re-
gions, then it is most likely to be common ancestral—that is,
orthologous (Wapinski et al. 2007). Thus we can identify or-
thologsbetweentwospeciesinageneclusterusingthesim-
ilarity levels of the intra- and interspecies alignments. These
are X-orthologs if we consider only speciation and duplica-
tion events (by speciﬁcally excluding the effects of conver-
sions); our method identiﬁes the X-orthologs ﬁrst, followed
by the N-orthologs.
Although similarity levels of alignments provide key infor-
mation for inferring the relative timing of duplication events,
they can be misleading due to conversion events (Hsu et al.
2010). When a conversion event occurs, the converted region
becomesmore similar tothe sourceregionthanbefore, which
can cause analysis software to mistake prespeciation duplica-
tions as being more recent (e.g., postspeciation). We recently
developed software for detecting conversion events (Song,
Hsu, Riemer, et al. 2011), so we utilize that and then recalcu-
late the similarity level of each alignment by excluding the po-
sitions involved in conversion events. If the conversion covers
the entire alignment, none of sequence remains to recalculate
the similarity. So, we retain the original similarity of this align-
ment and handle this case as a special one using an additional
criterion introduced in Song et al. (2010).
In addition to regions involved in conversion, protein-
coding exons may also inﬂuence the apparent timing of
duplicationeventswhenusingsequencesimilaritiesbecause
they have a tendency to be more conserved than noncoding
regions due to their functional constraints (Gish and States
1993). If two regions involved in a duplication include
protein-coding regions, their similarity may be higher than
later duplications involving only noncoding regions. There-
fore, we recalculate the similarity level of alignments
that involve protein-coding exons by excluding the
protein-coding positions.
FIG.2 . —a-globin cluster in human and galago. (A) Interspecies alignments, (B) galago self-alignments, and (C) human self-alignments are shown.
Human and galago both have ﬁve genes, but they are not the same ﬁve. (D) shows how to determine the parent and child segments in the duplication
involving a1a n da2 in human. The hollow boxes next to the ‘‘L’’s and ‘‘R’’s are the matching regions represented by nodes in the homology graph of ﬁgure 3A.
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Given two sequences sp1 and sp2 for the same gene cluster
in different species, we ﬁrst construct a graph composed of
two disjoint sets of nodes that correspond to the matching
regions (i.e., homologous regions) in a set of interspecies
alignments between sp1 and sp2. Figure 2 shows example
alignments forhuman andgalagoin thea-globinclusterob-
tained from the LASTZ alignment program (Harris 2007).
Let G5ðV;EÞ, where V5L [ R such that L and R are sets
of nodes representing the matching regions from the inter-
species alignments in sp1 and sp2, respectively, and E is a set
of edges representing all aligned matches between L and R,
weighted by their similarity scores, which we call cross-
edges. Self-alignments for each species are also considered
in this approach, so G is extended using the self-alignments
ofsp1andsp2.Lettwomatchingregionsina self-alignment
of sp1 be denoted as P and Q. If they are not included in G
from the interspecies alignments yet, the two nodes for P
andQareaddedin Landconnectedbyasimilarity-weighted
edge. Similarly, nodes and edges for the sp2 self-alignments
are added to R. These self-alignment edges are called in-
edges, and they represent candidates for duplications. We
call G a homology graph. The a-globin cluster in ﬁgure 2
corresponds to the homology graph shown in ﬁgure 3A.
Removing Recent Duplications
G is reduced to a less complicated graph by removing
regions formed by duplication events that occurred after
speciation. The postspeciation duplications are identiﬁed
as follows. The candidates for duplication events are the
in-edges in G. Note that a duplication event involves a single
local alignment because alignments split by insertion of
repeats are chained right after obtaining LASTZ alignments
by a preprocessing step of the CAGE pipeline (Song et al.
2010). If an in-edge has a higher weight (adjusted similarity)
than any cross-edges entering or leaving the two nodes that
it connects, it is considered to represent a postspeciation
event except for in-edges involved in conversions covering
the entire local self-alignment. When the entire self-
alignment is covered by conversion, it is determined by
the CAGE criterion based on the overlap relationships of
the matching regions from the alignments whether it is
a pre- or postspeciation event as well as comparing edges’
weight (Song et al. 2010). First, an in-edge with the highest
similarity of all the postspeciation ones is selected as the lat-
est duplication. In this case, in-edges entirely covered by
conversion may be inferred as later events than their actual
time, but they do not inﬂuence orthology results if self-
alignments do not overlap any other alignments, and the
CAGE criterion adjusts the duplication order otherwise
(see details in Song et al. 2010). Then, its parent (original
copy)andchild(insertedcopy)regionsareidentiﬁed,assum-
ingtheparentsegmentwillkeepalongerconservedsynteny
with the other species than the child (Han et al. 2009).
Unlike the method of Han et al. (2009), which relies on gene
order information in a syntenic region, we use the similarity
of syntenic regions, including nongenic parts as well as
genes (Wapinski et al. 2007).
Figure 2 shows interspecies alignments and self-
alignments for human and galago in the a-globin cluster.
Afterconstructingthe homology graphbasedonthese align-
ments, one postspeciation duplication was inferred. Match
(P,P$) involving the human a1a n da2 genes was entirely cov-
ered by a conversion. So, we checked additional CAGE crite-
rion todetermine if itiseitherpre-or postevent,althoughthe
match keeps 98% identity. As a result, it is inferred as a post-
speciation event. To decide the parent–daughter relationship
between two regions, we observe their ﬂanking regions. The
matchbetweenPinhumanandP#ingalagohasacontiguous
600-bp ﬂanking match (Q,Q#), as shown in ﬁgure 2D,s ow e
infer that P including a1 is the parent segment and P$ includ-
ing a2 is the child. For a tandem duplication, the ﬂanking re-
gion may be the duplicate itself. Some deletion events that
occur in the boundary area of a duplication may cause loss
of the conserved syntenic information as well. If the par-
ent–daughter relationship is not identiﬁed by the ﬂanking re-
gions, it is marked as an ‘‘undetermined’’ state.
Once the parent–daughter relationship is identiﬁed, the
child duplicate segment is removed from the alignments
(i.e., the duplication event is ‘‘rewound’’). For instance, in
ﬁgure 2, P$ (including a2) is removed. In case of undeter-
mined ones, either one is removed.
Finally, G is reduced by removing all nodes contained in
representing alignments of the removed child duplicate seg-
ments. These steps are iterated until there are no remaining
postspeciation duplications. As a result of this procedure, G
in ﬁgure 3A is reduced to ﬁgure 3B by removing nodes L6.
Since in-edges are not necessary to keep in G any longer
after all postspeciation duplication events are dealt with,
the remaining in-edges are also removed.
Reconstructing One-to-One Common Ancestral
Orthologous Alignments
Now, we have only orthologous and out-paralogous
alignments of the interspecies alignments between sp1
and sp2 after removing regions determined to have been
inserted by duplication events after the species split
(i.e., all remaining edges in G represent one-to-one orthol-
ogous and out-paralogous mappings). The task of con-
structing the common ancestral orthologous alignments
for sp1 and sp2 is accomplished by obtaining one-to-one
mappings in G based on best reciprocal hits. This problem
can be stated as follows.
Problem 1. Suppose L has nl match regions and R has nr
match regions. Let l1;l2;...;lnl denote nodes in L and
r1;r2;...;rnr nodes in R. The weight of an edge between
Song et al. GBE
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alignment similarity of li and rj (denoted as sij) by the length
of the match. Building the ancestral orthologous alignments
of sp1 andsp2 isformulated asa maximum-weight bipartite
matching problem, namely: given G, ﬁnd a matching M,
which maximizes the sum of the weights of the edges that
belong to M.
We use an efﬁcient algorithm for solving the maximum-
weight bipartite matching problem (Johnson and McGeoch
1993). Figure 3 illustrates how the algorithm works to con-
struct the one-to-one ancestral mappings. Final mappings in
ﬁgure 3E correspond to ancestral orthologous alignments in
ﬁgure 4A.
Obtaining X-Orthology
After the one-to-one ancestral alignments are obtained,
a set of many-to-many X-orthologs is mapped by repeating
the postspeciation duplications that were removed in the
previous step, in the order of their event time. When a du-
plication event is reapplied to the ancestral alignments,
which map all orthologs between two species before this
duplication event happened, all orthologs of the parental
copy are orthologous to the daughter one of that duplica-
tion. So, we add interspecies alignments that align the
daughter copy to the orthologs of the parental one to
the ancestral alignments. For example, a duplication be-
tween the a2 and a1 genes in human is reapplied, as the
dotted circles and arc in ﬁgure 4A and B show. This step
is repeated until all postspeciation duplication events are re-
stored. Finally, we have many-to-many X-orthologous align-
ments between the two species.
Because these steps are pairwise based, duplication
events inferred in our pipeline occasionally may not be con-
sistent in all species. For instance, parent and daughter cop-
ies of a duplication may not be consistent when they are not
determined by ﬂanking regions, such as tandem duplica-
tion. Duplication time may sometimes be inconsistent when
the sequence similarity of a self-alignment from a duplica-
tion event is equal to orthologous interspecies alignments
involving the parent and daughter copies of the duplication.
Note that the CAGE criterion determines whether a duplica-
tion is a pre- or postspeciation event when similarity com-
parison can not determine the event time. In order to adjust
and reﬁne orthologs having conﬂicts caused by the infer-
ence of inconsistent time or parent–daughter relationship
of duplications, we check each event from the most recent
one in a bottom-up approach based on the species tree. If
aduplicationeventinspeciessp1occursafterthesplitofsp1
and another species sp2, the duplication should be inferred
in sp1 versus all out-group species of sp1 and sp2 (note the
pairwise steps of sp1 and the out-group species infer older
events as well as this recent one). If all out-group species
agree with the recent duplication, it stays in the events in-
ferred by all pairwise comparisons of sequences. If not, it is
removed in the event results in sp1 and sp2 and treated as
an older one that happened before the split of sp1 and sp2.
While the duplication time is adjusted, the consistency of its
parent–daughter relationship is also checked. We choose
the majority of all the cases including that event. Minor
cases are adjusted to the parent–daughter relationship of
the majority in the pairwise results containing that duplica-
tion. This step ends when we reach the root of the species
tree.
FIG.3 . —Illustration of getting one-to-one ancestral alignments. (A) Bipartite graph of eight human nodes in L and seven galago nodes in R. The
nodes are connected with in-edges based on self-alignments in ﬁgure 2 (B,C) and cross-edges based on interspecies alignments in ﬁgure 2A.( B)
Bipartite graph after removing all postspeciation duplicated regions (accordingly, L6 was removed). Because the in-edges are not used after this step,
they are also removed. (C) Example of an initial matching. Nodes that belong to this matching still remain in black lines, but the others are dimmed in
gray dotted lines. (D) Augmenting path of which both end-nodes are unmatched in C. The path in red that starts from unmatched node L8 and ends in
node R2 demonstrates an augmenting path of the graph and matching in C. For each augmenting path, an incremental weight (i.e., the sum of weights
of the edges in dotted red lines) is calculated. The augmenting path having the maximum increment is selected. (E) The matching modiﬁed by adding
red dotted edges and excluding red bold edges in D. Steps D and E are repeated until there are no more augmenting paths. E is the maximum-weight
bipartite matching that corresponds to the one-to-one ancestral alignments. The algorithm used in these steps is proved to construct the maximum-
weight bipartite matching in Johnson and McGeoch (1993).
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In order to obtain N-orthologs, we consider conversion
events as well as duplications. Conversion time is esti-
mated by similarity comparison. First, sequence similarity
is calculated between two regions involved in each conver-
sionevent.Iftheirsimilarityis higher thanany otherorthol-
ogous alignments involving those regions, the conversion
is called as a postspeciation event. Their similarity is also
compared with that of self-alignments corresponding to
postspeciation duplication events to determine its relative
event order among the duplications. Once all postspecia-
tion conversion events are placed in the results of postspe-
c i a t i o ne v e n t si nt h e i rt i m eo r d e ri ne a c hp a i r w i s e
comparison, all the postspeciation conversion and duplica-
tion events are repeated in the order of their event time,
similar to X-orthology. The consistency of conversion
events is also handled in the same way as the X-orthology
case. As a result, our pipeline generates all N-orthologs be-
t w e e nh u m a na n dg a l a g oi nt h ea-globin cluster, as shown
in ﬁgure 4C.
Results
Orthologous Relationships of Genes in the b-Globin and
a-Globin Clusters
Using CHAP 2, we obtained X- and N-orthology mappings
of human versus 13 other species for the b-globin cluster,
and human versus 14 other species for the a-globin cluster.
The DNA sequence data for these clusters are available at
the ENSEMBL (http://www.ensembl.org) and GenBank
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank) Web sites. Human
gene annotations [HBB(b), HBD(d), HBH(g), HBG1(c1),
HBG2(c2), and HBE(e) for the b-globin cluster (listed 3#
/ 5#) and HBZ-T1(f1), HBZ-T2(f2), HBK(l), HBA-T1(a3),
HBA-T2(a2), HBA-T3(a1), and HBQ(h) for the a-globin
cluster (5# / 3#)] were downloaded from the University
of California–Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser (http://
genome.ucsc.edu). Annotation information for nonhuman
species was obtained using GeneWise (Birney et al. 2004)
for coding genes (followed by manual curation) and using
CHAP 2’s pseudogene detector based on LASTZ sequence
alignments (Harris 2007) for pseudogenes. The panels in
ﬁgure 5 (generated automatically by our software) summa-
rize the orthologous relationships among genes in the
b-globin and a-globin clusters (for further explanation,
see Supplementary Material online).
Our inference for X-orthology (ﬁg. 5A) in the b-globin
cluster is consistent with other studies (Fitch et al. 1991;
Opazo et al. 2008), likewise for the a-globin cluster (ﬁg. 5C;
e.g., Hoffmann et al. 2008). In particular, our inference
of a fusion event for the second elephant gene in ﬁgure 5A
agrees with published results (Opazo et al. 2009). Figure 5B
and D show that in both globin clusters, the results for
N-orthology are somewhat different (for additional details,
see Supplementary Material online).
In addition to validating our X-orthologs in the b-globin
and a-globin clusters against existing studies using con-
text-based methods (e.g., Opazo et al. 2008, 2009), we
wanted to compare our N-orthologs to those from other
methods based on sequence content. Although many ex-
isting methods have used approaches that are primarily
content based, most of them are limited to calling
FIG.4 . —Illustration of orthologous alignments between human and galago for (A) ancestral orthologous alignments, (B) X-orthology, and
(C) N-orthology in the a-globin gene cluster using the Gmaj viewer. The ancestral orthologous alignments are one-to-one orthologous alignments,
which map all orthologs immediately after human and galago split (i.e., right before all postspeciation events). Our method determines these ancestral
orthologous alignments ﬁrst, and then obtains X-orthology and N-orthology by adding orthologs formed by postspeciation events, such as those
indicated with ovals in (A,B). For details, see text. Local alignments in brown represent all interspecies homologous regions between human and galago,
and those in black, the orthologous regions as a subset of the brown alignments.
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entire gene is orthologous to each given entire gene. Be-
cause our method often identiﬁes different orthologs for
differentpartsofagene,itisdifﬁculttomakeameaningful
comparison between our results and others on a per-gene
basis. In addition, our method needs only DNA sequences
to determine orthology, whereas others require protein se-
quencesand/or geneannotationinformationwhichcanbe
difﬁcult to obtain, as protein-coding annotations for non-
human species in gene clusters are usually either unavail-
able or not as accurate as for human. (Our method uses
gene annotations for visualization and if provided will take
advantage of them to slightly improve its sequence similar-
ity calculations, but it does not require them to determine
orthology.)
Nevertheless, we have attempted to compare our N-or-
thology results to those from OrthoMCL (Li et al. 2003),
for which software is available (many methods are available
only as precomputed output in databases). We ran
OrthoMCL with the same sequences and gene annotations
used for the analyses of the b-globin and a-globin clusters in
ﬁgure 5, and compared its results with the N-orthologs from
CHAP2(notethatOrthoMCLrequiresproteinsequences,so
this comparison also depends upon the accuracy of Gene-
Wise for determining protein sequences in the nonhuman
species). Because OrthoMCL’s output consists of groups
of orthologous genes rather than per-nucleotide calls, we
performed the comparison in coding regions only, treating
100% of the coding bases of each human gene as being
mapped to the nonhuman genes placed in the same orthol-
ogous group. Figure 6A and B shows the differences be-
tween the two programs. Out of all pairs of coding
nucleotides in the b-globin cluster that are called as orthol-
ogous between human and any of the 13 other species by
either or both methods (based on human bases), 67.0% are
called in common by both programs, 32.6% by CHAP 2
only and 0.4% by OrthoMCL but not by CHAP 2. For the
a-globin cluster, 48.6% are called in common, 49.5% by
A B
C D
FIG.5 . —Orthology structure based on pairwise relationships automatically inferred and visualized by our pipeline for human versus other
mammals, in the b-globin (A,B) and a-globin (C,D) clusters. The left panels (A,C) show the X-orthology calls, while the right ones (B,D) show the
N-orthology results. Colored boxes represent genes; those with dashed borders are pseudogenes. Colors in each nonhuman gene indicate its human
orthologs. Genes with multiple human orthologs are split vertically (i.e., with a horizontal line). For instance, in panel B, the fourth and ﬁfth gibbon
genes are orthologous to both HBG1 and HBG2. Genes with different partial relationships within their boundaries are partitioned horizontally (e.g., in
the second elephant gene in panel A, the left-most part is orthologous to HBB, while the right-most part is orthologous to HBD). Note that the lengths
of boxes, spaces, and partitions are not proportional to their actual genomic lengths, but the order is the same as their genomic order. Vertical ordering
of colors within a horizontal partition is not signiﬁcant. A gray color indicates unassigned orthologs.
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expect substantial differences here, since CHAP 2 allows
parts of a gene to have different orthologs and OrthoMCL
does not.
In addition, the ENSEMBL Compara database (http://
www.ensembl.org) provides content-based orthology calls
on a per-nucleotide basis similar to ours, for parts of genes
andevenin nongenicregions.Thuswewere abletousethat
forcomparison, at least in the b-globin and a-globin clusters
where Compara has orthology data available. Figure 6C and
D shows that the results are quite different. Out of all pairs
of nucleotides in the b-globin cluster that are called as or-
thologous between human and any of the six other species
by either or both methods (based on human bases), 76.4%
are called in common by both methods, 17.6% are called
only by CHAP 2, and 5.9% are called only by Compara.
For the a-globin cluster, 56.4% are called in common,
32.3%arecalledonlybyCHAP2,and11.4%arecalled only
by Compara. In addition, we counted the number of human
protein-coding nucleotides for which orthologs in one or
more of the six other species are assigned by CHAP 2
and by Compara. CHAP 2 assigns orthologs for 95.0% of
the human b-globin coding bases and 66.2% for a-globin
(77.4% if dog is excluded; the dog a-globin coding exons
do not align with the human coding exons at all in the initial
LASTZ alignment step), while Compara assigns 94.7% and
52.7% (63.2%), respectively.
Patterns of Homology and Evidence for Gene Conversion
in the KIR Locus
The KIR locus is a highly polymorphic locus found only in
simian primates and encoding receptors used by Natural
Killer (NK) cells (and certain Tcells) to recognize MHC Class
I ligands. Much of the gene content variation at the locus in
humans is captured by haplotypes A and B (Martin et al.
2004). These haplotypes share the genes KIR3DL3,
KIR3DP1, KIR2DL4, and KIR3DL2, collectively described as
framework loci (Wilson et al. 2000). Other genes at the lo-
cusarevariablypresentandsubjecttolinkagedisequilibrium
(LD) that is strongest on either side of KIR2DL4 (Abi-Rached
et al. 2010); KIR2DL has relatively weak LD and is also pres-
ent in both sequences analyzed here. The notably high level
of polymorphism at this locus is thought to be caused by
high levels of gene duplication and asymmetric recombina-
tion resulting in duplications/deletions, while patterns of LD
may reﬂect reciprocal recombination on either side of
KIR2DL4 and extensive gene conversion or exon shufﬂing
(Rajalingametal.2004).Themaintenanceofdiversity,inturn,
is linked to balancing selection relating to the dual role of NK
cells in immune and reproductive functions (Parham 2005).
Given the inferred role of recombination and conversion
at the KIR locus, complex orthology mappings are expected,
yet previous efforts to establish phylogenetic relationships
among primate KIR genes using full protein sequences
(Guethlein et al. 2002; Sambrook et al. 2006) are effectively
FIG.6 . —Comparison of CHAP 2’s N-orthology calls with results from OrthoMCL (A,B) and ENSEMBL Compara’s ‘‘EPO’’ alignments (C,D), for
human versus other mammalian species in the b-globin (A,C) and a-globin (B,D) clusters. In A and B the red bars show how many pairs of coding
nucleotides are assigned as orthologous by both CHAP 2 and OrthoMCL, while blue and green indicate those called by CHAP 2 only or by OrthoMCL
only, respectively. In C and D, the color meanings are similar, except that Compara enables us to include noncoding bases as well. For the comparison of
CHAP 2 with Compara, we reran the CHAP 2 pipeline using the same sequence assemblies that Compara used, which are slightly different from those
we used for our main analysis of the globin clusters in ﬁgure 5 and the comparison in A and B.
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for recombination events have been attempted in other
studies in which coding sequences were decomposed into
distinct functional domains (Rajalingam et al. 2004; Cadavid
and Lun 2009), and some speciﬁc instances of gene conver-
sion have been noted (Shilling et al. 1998; Graef et al. 2009;
Abi-Rached et al. 2010; summarized in the Supplementary
Material online). A central role for gene duplication is also
invoked in models of the evolution of the locus in humans
(Martin et al. 2004) and across species (Guethlein et al.
2007), indicating that a systematic application of the
N-orthology concept to this locus would have utility for
evolutionary studies.
The presence of contiguous sequence for the A and B hap-
lotypes presents an opportunity for direct and unbiased ob-
servation of duplications leading to in-paralogy and of gene
conversion occurring within human lineages and between all
partsofthe locus: exonic, intronic, and intergenic. Sequences
from other great apes (while they will only sample diversity
therein) permit the assignment of ancestral states and differ-
entiationofsourcesandtargetsofgeneconversion.GenBank
annotations for both human haplotypes were propagated in-
tothepackageforthisanalysis,whilegenesandpseudogenes
in other species were inferred.
Figure 7A and B shows the orthology relations detected.
CHAP2wasabletorecapitulatepreviouslydescribedorthol-
ogies between genes and to do so in both concepts,
FIG.7 . —Orthology structure automatically inferred and visualized by our pipeline for human versus other mammals in four additional clusters: KIR
(A,B), CCL (C,D), CYP2abf (E,F), and IFN (G,H). As in ﬁgure 5, the left panels (A,C,E,G) show the X-orthology calls, while the right ones (B,D,F,H) show
the N-orthology results.
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gene conversion. For example, in humans, the orthology be-
tween KIR3DL1 (A haplotype) and KIR3DS1 (B haplotype)
(Sambrook et al. 2006) was well supported by the X-
orthology analysis (ﬁg. 7A), and the N-orthology analysis
suggests that this relationship has been free of conversions
within the sampled human lineages. Similar conclusions
can be made between species. For example, orthology
established by both concepts was conﬁrmed between
human and chimp KIR3DL3 (cf. Abi-Rached et al. 2010).
Within the human lineage 2 and 14, gene conversion
events were identiﬁed in haplotypes A and B, respectively,
listed in supplementary table S1 (Supplementary Material
online). Two events detected in haplotype B with high con-
ﬁdence affected exons. The last four exons of KIR2DS5 are
superposed on KIR2DS2, and the ﬁrst exon of KIR2DS5
transferred to KIR2DL5B. These events, revealed here by
our CHAP 2 conversion detector, expand on the generally
described pattern of exon shufﬂing (Rajalingam et al.
2004); however, events affecting intronic sequence can also
be described within humans. For example, in haplotype A,
conversions occur between the KIR2DS4/KIR3DL2 and
KIR2DL3/KIR2DL1 gene pairs, with both sets involving solely
intronic sequences—a pattern only detectable when contig-
uousnoncodingsegmentsareanalyzedsystematically forN-
orthology. The application of this concept, made possible by
CHAP 2, therefore permits an exploration of the broader
pattern of gene conversion within the human lineage and
beyond (for trends noted in the New World monkeys, see
Supplementary Material online).
Summary of Orthologous Relationships in the CCL,
CYP2abf, and IFN Clusters
InadditiontothetwoglobinclustersandtheKIRcluster,weused
CHAP 2 to obtain X- and N-orthologous alignments for three
more gene clusters: CCL, CYP2abf, and IFN (ﬁg. 7C–H).
The CCL gene family encodes chemokines, small proteins
regulating the migration of lymphocytes. This role of che-
mokines is important to control the immune response to
bacterial and viral infections, inﬂammation, and cancer.
Among the CCL genes, CCL3 and CCL4 have been studied
extensivelysincetheirassociationwithHIVsusceptibility was
reported (Gonzalez et al. 2005). The CCL3 and CCL4 genes
are in a duplication unit along with one copy of TBC1D3,
and three copies of this unit were identiﬁed in the human
reference genome (ﬁg. 7C and D). The human CCL4 and
CCL4-like genes have only one amino acid difference,
and the CCL4-like genes such as CCL4L2 and CCL4L2a have
no difference in their coding sequences. However, one nu-
cleotide substitution (AG / GG) at the acceptor splice site
of intron 2 of CCL4L2 generates nine alternative transcripts
(Colobran et al. 2005). The alternative transcripts produced
by the GG site were predicted to lack ﬁve amino acids en-
coded by the third exon of CCL4L2. Decreased expression of
CCL4L2 may have functional implications. Interestingly,
CHAP 2 detected conversion events (CCL4 / CCL4L2) in-
volving the entire region of the two genes. For the substi-
tution of A (CCL4 and CCL4L2a) for G (CCL4L2)i n
the acceptor splice site of the second intron of CCL4L2,
the recent gene conversion converted G back again to A.
This event may generate polymorphism at the site
(rs4796195) and contribute to recovering gene function.
The CYP2abf cluster contains four subfamilies of the
CYP2 family: CYP2A, CYP2B, CYP2F, and CYP2S in primates
(Hu et al. 2008). Genomic rearrangements in each lineage
havealteredthecopynumberofCYP2genesamongspecies
(ﬁg. 7E and F). For example, human and lemur have the
most CYP2A subfamily gene copies. However, the origin
of the three CYP2A copies is different between these spe-
cies. As shown in ﬁgure 7E, all three copies in lemur showed
X-orthology with CYP2A13 and the two human pseudo-
genes. This supports independent duplications generating
eachcopyofthelemurandhumanCYP2Agenes.Moreover,
our CHAP 2 package detected conversion events in these
regions (ﬁg. 7F). The burgundy color in the ﬁrst gene of co-
lobus monkey and vervet represent conversion events be-
tween CYP2A13 and the ancestor of CYP2A6 and
CYP2A7; the sequence of the CYP2A6/CYP2A7 ancestor
was converted by the content of CYP2A13. The function
of the genes could be affectedby these events. The CYP2A6
enzyme metabolizes nicotine, the primary compound in to-
bacco (Pianezza et al. 1998). CYP2A13 is known to play im-
portant roles in metabolism of a major tobacco-speciﬁc
carcinogen, 4(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone
(NNK) (Su et al. 2000). The function of CYP2A7 is not yet
known, but it is expressed in the human liver, as is CYP2A6.
Therefore, all three genes may have signiﬁcant roles re-
sponding to chemicals from the external environment.
The dynamic evolution of these genes in the cluster could
help organisms to adapt to rapid environmental changes.
The IFN cluster has very complicated genomic structures
due to gene copy number variations and high similarity
among these gene copies (ﬁg. 7G and H). This cluster in-
cludes mainly the interferon alpha (IFNA) family, which plays
an important role in the innate immune response (Levy and
Farcia-Santre 2001). This gene family shows species-speciﬁc
gene duplications and frequent gene conversion events
(Miyata et al. 1985; Woelk et al. 2007). This is corroborated
by our results for the species-speciﬁc gene compositions us-
ing both X- and N-orthology. All species have differentnum-
bers of gene copies (ﬁg. 7G), indicating gene gains and
losses by frequent rearrangements. Moreover, our package
detected frequent conversion events in the IFN cluster (ﬁg.
7H), many of which occurred in coding regions. For exam-
ple, a gene conversion in the human lineage occurred from
IFNA4 to IFNA7. Also, the entire genic region of IFNA1 was
convertedbyIFNA13.Theseeventscorrespondwithspecies-
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in a previous study (Woelk et al. 2007).
Summary of Orthologous Relationships in Six Gene
Clusters
The nonhuman species used for analyzing the six gene clus-
ters are listed in supplementary tables S2–S7 (Supplemen-
tary Material online), which include the average sequence
similarity of the human regions and their orthologs in each
species. Sequences for gorilla, colobus, vervet monkey, dus-
ky titi, ateles, lemur, and eulemur (black lemur) were newly
generated by NISC; those for the other species (including
the human KIR haplotype B sequence) were downloaded
from the ENSEMBL and GenBank Web sites. We summarize
the orthology results in Table 1.
First, we counted all homologous aligning pairs of seg-
ments between human and the other species. These num-
bers show the evolutionary complexity of each gene cluster.
Next, we counted the number of homologous pairs called
only as X-orthologs, only as N-orthologs, and in common
by both methods. We found that 26.0%, 23.2%, 21.2%,
3.4%, 12.1%, and 4.4% of the interspecies homologous
pairs were called as orthologous according to both para-
digms for the b-globin, a-globin, CCL, IFN, CYP2abf, and
KIR clusters, respectively. Because homologous pairs vary
in their length, we calculated the fraction of orthologous se-
quence in terms of the alignment length based on human
bases. The portions called in common by both paradigms
were 65.0%, 45.3%, 46.3%, 17.0%, 40.7%, and
12.7% of the interspecies homologous base pairs. Next,
we computed the portions of orthologous pairs that fell
in only one orthology category. 7.0%, 16.6%, 4.4%,
1.7%, 5.1%, and 23.9% of the interspecies homologous
base pairs were called only as N-orthologous in the six
clusters, respectively, while the portions called only as X-
orthologous were less than 1% in all six clusters. On aver-
age, the orthologous portions of the IFN and KIR clusters are
quite low compared with other clusters. This means that many
homologs in the IFN and KIR clusters are out-paralogous and
implies that many evolutionary events occurred in these
clusters before the split of human and each other species—
that is, the IFN and KIR clusters have been very active in terms
of large-scale genomic changes compared with the other
clusters. Interestingly, the portion of KIR orthologs increased
markedly under N-orthology; this suggests that many recent
conversion events have occurred in the KIR cluster.
Evaluation by Simulation
We evaluated the performance of our orthology pipeline us-
ingsimulationdatasets.Thesedataweregeneratedbyasim-
ulator for gene cluster evolution (Song, Hsu, Riemer, and
Miller 2011). The simulation starts with a 200-kb duplica-
tion-freesequencetreated as anancestralcluster. Large-scale
Table 1
Comparison of Orthologous Alignments between Human and Other Species according to X- and N-Orthology in Six Gene Clusters
b-globin a-globin CCL IFN CYP2abf KIR
Number of all interspecies
homologous aligning pairs of
segments
551 616 1,441 8,487 2,711 1,515
Number of pairs called
in common as both X- and
N-orthologous
143 (26.0%) 143 (23.2%) 305 (21.2%) 286 (3.4%) 329 (12.1%) 66 (4.4%)
Number of pairs called only
as N-orthologous
24 (4.4%) 66 (10.7%) 35 (2.4%) 115 (1.4%) 64 (2.4%) 291 (19.2%)
Number of pairs called only
as X-orthologous
0 (0.0%) 2 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%) 1 (0.1%)
Total length of interspecies
homologous alignments based
on human bases
1,165,759 720,851 3,404,892 12,470,575 2,727,002 4,719,583
Total length of alignments
called in common as both
X- and N-orthologous based
on human bases
757,212 (65.0%) 326,801 (45.3%) 1,577,090 (46.3%) 2,123,807 (17.0%) 1,110,567 (40.7%) 597,357 (12.7%)
Total length of alignments called
only as N-orthologous based on
human bases
81,950 (7.0%) 119,451 (16.6%) 149,822 (4.4%) 214,097 (1.7%) 139,497 (5.1%) 1,126,059 (23.9%)
Total length of alignments called
only as X-orthologous based on
human bases
463 (0.0%) 5,987 (0.8%) 991 (0.0%) 5,001 (0.0%) 12,543 (0.5%) 21,488 (0.5%)
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well as small-scale mutations were simulated, and ﬁnally
three sequences mimicking human, Old World monkeys,
and NewWorld monkeyswere generated(note that our sim-
ulator also applies purifying selection; see details in Song,
Hsu, Riemer, and Miller 2011). Since the actual scenario
for each data set is already known from the simulation,
we have true orthologs that can be used to compare our re-
sults and to evaluate the performance of our methods. With
each simulation data set, we ran CHAP 2 to infer both types
of orthologs. Figure 8 shows the accuracy of our results with
simulation data sets. Note that to the best of our knowledge,
no other studies have developed software for discriminating
between the concepts of X- and N-orthology that we could
useforcomparison.Althoughthereareexistingmethodsthat
infer content-based orthology, most of them are limited to
calling orthologs on a per-gene basis. Moreover, they require
protein sequences as input, but our simulated data sets are
DNA only and do not necessarily correspond to realistic pro-
teins, since CHAP 2’s orthology calls are not gene based (the
automatic ﬁgures use genes as convenient illustrative group-
ings that are likely to be meaningful and interesting to see,
but the orthology algorithms make very little use of gene in-
formation). ENSEMBL Compara provides orthology resultson
a per-nucleotide basis similar to ours, but unfortunately, we
could not run their program for our simulation study because
it is not publicly available.
Conclusion
Our methods for accurately and automatically detecting or-
thologs should accelerate the biomedical analysis of com-
plex gene clusters. We believe that the combination of
outputs, including a visual overview, facilitates accurate
identiﬁcation of conversion events and the impact these
have on inferences about orthology. This, in turn, should
help correct misapprehensions regarding the evolution of
gene clusters subject to frequent conversion events and en-
courage the use of conversion detection prior to phyloge-
netic inference (Hsu et al. 2010) or the estimation of
purifying or positive selection (Edwards et al. 2006; Wilson
andMcVean2006).Anotherbeneﬁtistheconceptualclarity
brought by reﬁning the concept of orthology while still re-
specting its traditional deﬁnition (Fitch 1970).
Amajormotivationforthisinvestigationwasourdesireto
ultimatelysupplythecommunitywithbetterwhole-genome
sequence alignments. We feel that multispecies alignments
of entire mammalian genome sequences currently provide
reasonable accuracy for single-copy regions of the genome,
but often perform inadequately and/or inconsistently for
gene clusters. A major use of interspecies alignments is
to transfer functional data from one species to another,
making an alignment most useful if aligned functional
regionshavethesameoranalogousfunctioninthetwospe-
cies. When a gene has one X-ortholog and a different N-
ortholog, which should it be aligned to? One could reason
that the structure of a protein, and by implication its func-
tion, is determined by its gene sequence, so the N-ortholog
is to be preferred. On the other hand, the regulatory signals
lying outside of the coding region may inﬂuence function
more than the coding region does, suggesting that at least
in some cases the X-ortholog may be preferable.
Strategies for producing whole-genome sequence align-
ments also need to determine how genes (or moregenerally
genomic intervals) are handled when they have no ortholog
in a second species. For instance, according to ﬁg. 5A and B,
HBG1 and HBG2 in the human b-globin cluster have no or-
tholog in the dog genome (for either kind of orthology). In-
deed, alignments available at the ENSEMBL Web site
(ensembl.org) leave them unaligned to dog, whereas those
at the UCSC Genome Browser (genome.ucsc.edu) align
them to the most similar dog paralog. It is currently unclear
to us, which approach is the correct one.
Figure 7 shows that gene clusters can have evolutionary
histories that are much more complex than those of the glo-
bins, and unambiguous assignment of gene orthologs is fre-
quently impossible (e.g., when an evolutionary operation
affects only part of a gene), although multiway comparisons
might help to resolve some inconsistent or ambiguous map-
pings. Moreover, a strict determination of orthology is
FIG.8 . —Sensitivity and FDR of (A) X-orthology and (B) N-orthology results from our pipeline using simulation data sets reﬂecting d duplications
and c conversions. Sensitivity is obtained by calculating the fraction of orthologous pairs of nucleotides that were detected correctly and FDR by
computing the fraction of called pairs that were incorrect.
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which cannot accurately assemble complex gene clusters.
While any analysis of high-level genomic structure and evo-
lutionary history necessarily depends on the quality of the
input sequences and of fundamental lower-level analyses,
such as assembly and local-alignment construction, the
method reported here provides a rational framework for
creating sequence alignments of human gene clusters to
the corresponding clusters in other mammals under such
conditions. For example, the conversion detector used by
CHAP 2 takes precautions to minimize false positives that
may be caused by alignment errors (Song, Hsu, Riemer,
et al. 2011) and by purifying selection (Hsu et al. 2010).
While the amount of color assigned to a nonhuman gene
in ﬁgure 7 is not informative, the underlying analysis can
quantify the ‘‘amount of orthology,’’ which could be used
to decide which gene in that species to align to a particular
human gene. Alternatively, this analysis could be performed
on a per-exon or even per-nucleotide basis. Although the
general approach seems relatively straightforward, many de-
tails remain to be resolved in this ongoing project, including
how best to splice the resulting alignments of gene clusters
into a whole-genome sequence alignment so as to retain the
existingalignments outside of gene clusters. In this and many
other endeavors, the two concepts of orthology that are de-
ﬁned and explored here should be kept in mind.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary material and tables S1–S7 are available at
Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://www.gbe.
oxfordjournals.org/).
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